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Mortgages

Home
improvements
to add value
to your home

With so many more people staying put and embarking on some
home improvements, it’s a good idea to select improvements and
renovations that will add value to your property in case you do
decide to move on one day.

Evidence suggests that many more of us
are putting down roots and choosing to
stay in our current homes for longer. The
average time a homeowner in the UK stays
in their property is 21 years.

• Loft conversion to add a bedroom — 15%

This contrasts with the 1980’s, when a
fast-rising property market encouraged
a move every eight years on average.
However, high prices in some regions,
Stamp Duty and the other costs of moving,
are now encouraging us to stay put and
spend money improving our properties.

Some of the best improvements to add value to your property
include (plus potential value added):
• Converting your cellar — 30%
• Converting your garage to living space — 15%
• Extending the kitchen — 15%
• Increase living space with a conservatory or similar — 10%
• Kerb and garden appeal — up to 10%
• Fitting a new bathroom — 5%
• Making the living area open plan — 3-5%
Here are some useful tips to bear in mind before embarking
on your chosen project:

Check your deeds
There could be restrictions on what you can do, you may require
planning permission, especially if it affects a boundary or external
modifications are involved.

Check your policy
If you’re going to make any major changes to your home, you should
contact your buildings and contents insurance provider first to avoid
unintentionally invalidating your policy and check your policy
covers you for accidental damage.

Get your paperwork in order
If you are looking at a large undertaking such as converting your loft,
ensure you have the correct paperwork and certification, otherwise
the money you spend may not be realised in the sale price.

Preserve bedroom space
Try not to reduce your bedroom count, you may want to convert
a third bedroom into an en suite, but by losing a bedroom you will
reduce the value of your property.

Be commercially-minded
Consider the neighbourhood you live in and the types of buyers
likely to want to live there, for example spending money
landscaping your garden may not appeal to a younger professional
couple who want low-maintenance outside space.

Avoid personalisation
Unless you are prepared to redecorate when you come to sell,
use a neutral colour scheme, introduce colours in soft furnishings
and accessorises and personalisation with pictures or photos.

Hire a professional
Avoid a DIY disaster by only taking on projects you are confident
you can complete.

We can help

YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON A MORTGAGE
OR ANY OTHER DEBT SECURED ON IT.
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Please get in touch if you are looking to fund your home renovations
with a remortgage or second charge loan.
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Price cap for properties eligible for
Help to Buy Equity Loan Scheme
from April 2021 to March 2023:
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More hope for first
time buyers with the

Since it was launched in 2013, the
popular Help to Buy scheme has
enabled almost 170,000 households
to buy homes; who may not otherwise
have been able to.

This could benefit tens of thousands of extra buyers who are purchasing
a new-build property, who under the scheme can get an extra 20% (40%
in London) government loan, which is interest free for five years. If they also
secure a mortgage from a bank or building society for 75% (55% in London),
this means buyers themselves need to only find a 5% deposit.

An extension to the successful scheme
was announced in the Autumn 2018
budget, now making it available until
2023 for first time buyers only ‘to
ensure future support is targeted at
those who need most help’.

As part of the changes, the government has also introduced new caps on
house prices for qualifying properties in different regions, to reflect the huge
variations in prices across the country. London will continue with a £600,000
cap, whereas the caps in other regions have been changed to 1.5 times the
average forecast first time buyer price in an area.

YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP
YOUR REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE.
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Help to Buy Extension
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How does the
mortgage
market work?
There are times in our lives when we can
all use some help and guidance. Buying a
home is one of those major steps that is
much easier to take if you are wellinformed and get some good advice.
Whether you are a first-time buyer or
someone who has moved before, things
change, so it’s useful to understand the
mortgage market.

Each year, thousands of consumers finance the purchase of their homes
with a mortgage or re-finance existing mortgages. With mortgage debt
accounting for over 80% of total UK household liabilities, finding a
suitable mortgage is an important financial decision. Most mortgages in
the UK are provided by building societies, banks and specialised
mortgage corporations. There are currently around 200 different financial
institutions offering mortgages in Britain. The mortgage market is very
competitive, with a wide range of products and rates available, making it
challenging to understand what is on offer.

Change in the market
The mortgage market is continually evolving to meet the needs of a
changing customer base, with new developments in intergenerational
lending, lending into and in retirement, buy-to-let mortgages and
support for first-time buyers. Over the last 15 years the UK mortgage
market has journeyed through some key changes and seen many new
regulatory requirements, as a result of the Mortgage Market Review and
the implementation of the Mortgage Credit Directive.

Who does what?
The professional conduct of mortgage providers is regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). There are strict rules and guidelines,
to protect the consumer. Regulations set out in the FCA Mortgage Market
Review (2014) aim to crack down on poor lending services by building
societies and banks, with requirements outlined for stricter affordability
checks, amongst other revisions.
The Bank of England sets the interest rate, which impacts mortgage
repayments and it is also responsible for ensuring banks are able to
meet potential losses on their mortgage lending, meaning you can save
and borrow money safely. The Prudential Regulation Authority
determines the amount of money that lenders need to hold and that they
have sufficient risk controls.

New challenges
In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, in March the FCA published
‘Mortgages and coronavirus: our guidance for firms’. Advisers are
working hard to stay informed about what is available from the
government, so they can provide this guidance to their clients. In such
a fast-changing environment, many lenders have responded by
withdrawing deals from the market, mostly those in the higher
loan-to-value range.

We’re here to help
We are responsible for advising you on a suitable mortgage for your
circumstances, whether you’re moving up the ladder, looking to
downsize, purchasing another property or remortgaging, please get
in touch. We are specialists with in-depth knowledge of the market
and are able to look at a whole range of mortgage products. Getting
a mortgage is one of the biggest financial decisions you will make,
so it’s important to get it right.
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YOUR PROPERTY MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE

Protection

Stay protected
As people’s anxiety about their financial future intensifies, it’s likely that many people will be
considering how they can reduce their outgoings. Income protection or critical insurance may be
top of the list to cancel if they can be perceived to be unnecessary expenses.
In reality, critical illness and income protection policies can protect your income or support your
family, if you lose your jobs or become ill for an extended period of time, so should certainly not be
on the list of expenditure to cut.

A financial lifeline
Never have we been so starkly reminded of the need for the safety net of protection cover. A recent
YouGov survey about the pandemic revealed that nearly a third (32%) of Brits currently fear for
their future. Cover such as life insurance, critical illness cover and income protection can help
lessen the blow of unexpected events.

Don’t act in haste
Covid-19 is resulting in financial difficulty for many and may lead to people to consider cancelling
their protection insurance direct debits. Please don’t act in haste, talk to us, we can offer support
and guidance if for any reason, you are, or you think you will be, in financial difficulty.

It’s good to talk it through
Rest assured, what is certain is that we are here to help. If you have any questions about your
protection policies or requirements, whether this be existing policies, or you are considering new
ones – please get in touch, we have our finger on the pulse in this fast-changing environment and
can assist you to navigate the challenges ahead.
As with all insurance policies, conditions and exclusions will apply
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The coronavirus outbreak has
impacted everyone across the globe,
leaving many individuals and
families in a precarious financial
position. The crisis has shown that
financial hardship can strike when
we least expect it, demonstrating
the importance of protection cover.

Protection

Check your existing
income protection policy
Income protection explained
Income protection policies provide a monthly
payment (payable after a waiting period) to help
replace your income if you are unable to work
because of an accident, illness or involuntary
redundancy. Short-term income protection
policies will pay out for a fixed amount of time
(typically six months or a year), whereas long-term
income protection policies are designed to replace
your income (up to a maximum of around 60%
before tax) until retirement age, death or for a
specified period of time.

Am I covered for COVID-19 under
my existing policy?
Policyholders who took their policies out before
the outbreak should be covered under the existing
terms and conditions, for both short-term and
long-term income protection.
Fortunately, most people who get the virus have
mild symptoms or recover quickly, usually within
a few weeks. Because most income protection
policies have a waiting period before money is
paid out and also a minimum claim period of 30
days, you are unlikely to be able to claim under
the sickness element of your policy.
However, if you are an existing policyholder who
had unemployment cover included in the policy
and you are made redundant, you should be able
to make a claim for enforced redundancy.

Can I take out a new income
protection policy now?
It is still possible for new customers to purchase
accident and sickness cover, although you should
be aware that pre-existing medical conditions will
be excluded and insurers may have changed their
terms for new customers.
However, the situation is not the same for
unemployment cover, with brokers reporting that
cover is unavailable for new customers, both as a
standalone policy and under ASU (Accident
Sickness and Unemployment) policies.

Managing existing policies
The good news is that you can renew your
short-term and long-term income protection
policies, although the terms may change
at renewal.
Furthermore, some insurers are offering
three-month payment breaks for those who are
unable to pay their premiums at the moment.

Here to help
It’s important to remember that all protection cover
should be bought for the short, medium and long
term and should be tailor made to suit your own
circumstances, rather than just opting for the
cheapest premium.
As with all insurance policies, conditions and
exclusions will apply.
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Insurance brokers have reported
an increase in enquiries about
income protection cover since the
pandemic outbreak, with people
concerned about becoming ill and
being unable to continue working,
or worried about losing their jobs.

General Insurance

Working from home
– are you covered?
Due to the lockdown, many firms have closed
workplaces, meaning that millions of people
across the UK have been temporarily required to
work from home.
Should I inform my insurer that I am working
from home?
The Association of British Insurers (ABI) has issued reassurance that,
if you are an office-based worker and you are working from home
because of government advice or because you are self-isolating, your
home insurance cover will not be affected.

What if I have an accident whilst working
from home?
Your home environment is under your own control so there is a
significant duty upon you to look after your own safety. If you were to
suffer an accident whilst working at home, your employer would
generally only be responsible if it was due to their negligence, meaning
that they had failed to take reasonable care for your safety and the
accident was due to that negligence.
If you have a protection policy such as Accident and Sickness or
Income Protection, and you have an accident or suffer an illness that
prevents you from working, you may be able to make a claim.

The ABI has stated: ‘You do not need to contact your insurer to update
your documents or extend your cover’

I need to make a claim on my insurance
– will this be difficult at the moment?

Will my work laptop be covered by my
home insurance?

ABI home insurers have implemented business continuity plans and
are continuing to handle claims and support customers, as well as
prioritising those in vulnerable circumstances.

If you’re using company property such as a laptop or mobile, you
should check with your employer whether they have the correct
insurance policy in place to cover these items outside of the usual
place of work should any damage, loss or theft occur.

Do you have the right cover in place?

Such equipment is not usually covered by a standard household
insurance policy, but it is worth checking your insurance policy
document to check.

As with all insurance policies, conditions and exclusions will apply

If you are unsure whether you have the right insurance cover in place,
contact us for advice on your own individual circumstances.

If you are receiving visitors to your home on business matters, you
should check this with your insurer as having additional people
coming to your house could be an insurance risk and affect your
insurance premium. There may also be restrictions in the cover
provided, such as theft and loss of money being excluded, unless there
is evidence of forcible and violent entry to the property.
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I need to see business clients at my home
– will this affect my insurance?

Investments

Give your children a head
start with financial education
Financial literacy isn’t a skill that we are

Money does not grow on trees

born with. Learning how to manage money

Encourage children to handle cash as soon as possible to help them
recognise its value and to plan how to save some of their pocket money,
so that they can save up to buy a new toy or book with their own money.
After all, good things come to those who wait, teaching delayed gratification
is a great lesson. Children need to realise that you work to earn money and
that it simply does not pop out of the wall at the cashpoint.

life lessons that parents can pass on to their
children from a relatively young age. With
home schooling on the agenda for many
families at the moment, one perfect way to
engage your children, a skill vital for
everyday life, is financial education.

Lead by example
Talk to your children about how much things cost and set a good example;
your financial behaviour will lead the way. It’s important for children to
understand what budgeting means, to teach responsibility with money.
If you demonstrate responsible buying by creating a budget before you
go shopping, comparing prices, using money saving vouchers and curbing
impulse purchases, you can lead by example.
Dividing money into different pots is a useful way to demonstrate only
spending the money you have, as it helps your child to visualise where
their money is going. When it’s gone, it’s gone.

Saving for the future
Junior Individual Savings Accounts (JISAs) are a good way for children to
learn about the benefits of saving money for the future. Once the person
who has parental responsibility for a child has opened the account, anyone
can contribute to it, up to an annual limit (£9,000 this tax year). This means
that the child can learn more about money management by saving some of
their pocket money and watching it grow, before gaining control of it at age
16. The money cannot be withdrawn until the child is 18, at which point,
the account is automatically rolled over into an adult ISA, a valuable facility
for those who want to continue saving or investing tax-efficiently.

Teach a life skill
Due to limited curriculum time, only four in 10 children and young adults
currently receive financial education lessons. According to The Financial
Capability Strategy, children’s attitudes to money are well-developed by
the age of seven. Research confirms that children who receive a formal
financial education are more likely to be money confident and have a bank
account, understand debt, be capable of saving and generally have the
skills needed to make the most of their money in the future.
Simple things like playing family board games together that promote
financial literacy; games such as ‘Cashflow 101’ and the ever-popular
‘Monopoly’, which now has junior versions, are a good starting point.

The value of investments can go down as well as up and you may not get
back the full amount you invested. This information is based on our current
understanding of the rules for the 2020/21 tax year.
HM Revenue and Customs practice and the law relating to taxation are
complex and subject to individual circumstances and changes which
cannot be foreseen.
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effectively means acquiring a few important

